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After the groundwater has been sucked out of the Ogallala Aqui-
fer in Almanac of the Dead, Silko’s character Sterling imagines that 
“great herds of buff alo” will return and only “those human beings 
who knew how to survive on the annual rainfall” will remain. By 
making Sterling foresee the depletion of the aquifer, one of the 
world’s largest underground sources of freshwater, Silko responded 
to late 1980s news stories about humans draining and contaminat-
ing it. Silko thereby extrapolates from her present and moves 
backwards, forwards, and around in time to create a powerful 
Indigenous futurism in the face of ongoing battles over resource 
extraction and the wastelanding of Indigenous places in the U.S. 
Southwest and elsewhere in the Americas.

In 1990, one of these stories reached the ears of the late, great 
science fi ction writer Octavia E. Butler, who carefully took 
notes on it after listening to an audiotape of a 1984 PBS episode 
of the TV show Nova entitled “Down on the Farm,” focusing on 
the dangers of the aquifer’s depletion.1 A year later, as she was 
fi nishing her classic science fi ction novel Parable of the Sower 
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(1993), one of the fi rst to imagine possibilities in the wake of cli-
mate change disaster, she refl ected on the episode’s signifi cance 
in a large spiral-bound notebook, one of dozens she kept from 
the time she was a teenager until her untimely death in 2006. In 
these notes, she regrets that the aquifer “is ½ gone, and the 
going has been done this century.”2

A big part of the problem, Butler speculated, was that humans 
aimed to “maintain a familiar standard of living” even when it 
was destructive and would cause problems in the future. In Cal-
ifornia, she theorized, lawns exist because “non-Hispanic whites 
from the east—from wetter climates” recalled them and “wanted 
the living green fragrant mats as bits of the homes they’d left.” 
Critical of human eff orts to remake places they settled in 
destructive ways, Butler charged it was stupid, wasteful, and 
utterly without foresight—this last an especially signifi cant 
insult coming from her—to hubristically transform the desert 
into lawns, golf courses, and “power-eating cities of light and 
night” such as Las Vegas, Laughlin, and Phoenix.

“They spend their tomorrows today” is a critique Butler lev-
eled repeatedly at neoliberals who sacrifi ce the future for short-
term gains and economic growth in the present, prioritizing 
immediate profi ts over water, the climate, and the earth. Butler’s 
lament that “all we do is destructive” presupposes the value of 
mutualism over the kinds of parasitism encouraged by neoliberal-
ism, which imagines a world made up of isolated individuals com-
peting with each other to turn resources into property and extract 
profi t in ways that supposedly are best for everyone. As Donna 
Haraway suggests, many biologists have also used “possessive 
individualism” as a template for understanding nature. Indeed, 
Butler’s interest in “symbiogenetic imaginations and materiali-
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ties” makes her a theorist of what Haraway calls a “New New 
Synthesis” in “transdisciplinary biology and arts” that moves 
away from modern science’s rooting in “units and relations, espe-
cially competitive relations” to explore “symbiosis and collabora-
tive entanglements,” the “vast worldings of microbes, and exuber-
ant critter bio-behavioral inter- and intra- reactions.”3

Butler often used the language of symbiosis to think about 
human and nonhuman animals’ future on the planet. In 1990, while 
writing Parable of the Sower, Butler acknowledged humans “are sym-
bionts upon the earth” but that “not all symbionts are alike.” 
Although humans were presently “parasites, destroying our envi-
ronment,” she hoped we could “become mutualists—symbionts 
who truly partner the earth, benefi ting it as it benefi ts us,” or at 
worst, doing no harm to it. Butler believed “parasitism upon our 
environment” was “not sane behavior” but rather “greed, short-
sightedness, denial, self-indulgence, indiff erence, death.”4 She 
understood this deathly parasitism and shortsighted, greedy indif-
ference to be a defi ning feature of the neoliberal political world 
around her. Connecting this struggle over the planet’s future to 
contemporary political questions, she predicted that “those who 
know best how to conserve, restore, enrich, recycle, are likely to be 
defeated and overrun by those who know best how to take, exploit, 
and cast off . Easier to steal than to conserve—though oddly, the 
takers, the destroyers, are frequently known as ‘conservatives.’ ” On 
the other hand, she observed, those who oppose “forms of exploita-
tion that bring short term gain and long term desertifi cation are 
called ‘short-sighted’ (!), ‘against progress,’ ” and worse.5

In this chapter I tell the story of the emerging U.S. climate 
change conversation in neoliberal times by turning to Butler’s 
Parable novels and what I call her memory work in assembling 
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and organizing over the course of her lifetime a massive collec-
tion of clippings, refl ections, and other writings, including many 
on climate change, the environment, and the destructive history 
of neoliberalism, especially during the Reagan era. Archivist 
Natalie Russell at the Huntington Library in San Marino, Cali-
fornia, spent several years processing the collection, which ulti-
mately fi lled more than 350 boxes, before opening it to research-
ers. Butler coined the word HistoFuturist to describe herself as a 
memory worker and “historian who extrapolates from the human 
past and present as well as the technological past and present.”6 
In what follows, I argue that Butler’s speculative archiving and 
imagining of worlds that were signifi cant distortions of her 
present are connected and make her an important early climate 
change intellectual.

Butler’s archive has recently inspired many people to pro-
duce projects in dialogue with her papers, including poetry, 
sound pieces, visual art, and theory. In 2016, the Los Angeles 
arts nonprofi t Clockshop, founded and directed by Julia Melt-
zer, produced a “yearlong celebration of the life and work” of 
Butler entitled “Radio Imagination: Artists and Writers in the 
Archive of Octavia E. Butler,” which included performances, 
fi lm screenings, and literary events, including one I co-led with 
Ayana Jamieson, founder of the Octavia E. Butler Legacy Net-
work, who is writing Butler’s biography, and philosopher Amy 
Kind; as well as ten commissions by twelve contemporary artists 
and writers.7 In this chapter, I join the conversation by empha-
sizing Butler’s signifi cance as a major climate change intellec-
tual and by understanding Butler’s collecting as a signifi cant 
form of research or study.8 As well, her archive reveals blind 
spots in discourses about the environment and climate change, 
partly through her angry annotations on newspaper and maga-
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zine articles and extensive notes on her research, appearing in 
notebooks and clippings in manila envelopes under headings 
such as “The Environment,” “Science,” and “Disaster.” At a time 
when many despair that climate change science is too diffi  cult 
for people without advanced science degrees to understand, 
Butler’s critical archiving activity as well as her imaginings of 
forms of symbiosis beyond possessive individualism are espe-
cially illuminating.

Over the course of her lifetime, Butler carefully preserved 
and annotated hundreds of clippings about scientifi c research on 
changing weather, the greenhouse eff ect, and alternative forms 
of energy along with news of the destructive neoliberal political 
and economic policies that were precipitating ecological col-
lapse. Butler started doing this research when she was just eight-
een years old, only a few years after the publication of Carson’s 
Silent Spring. Over the course of the next four decades, she spec-
ulated at length in journals, on notecards, and in her notebooks 
about what the future would be like as she struggled to imagine 
alternatives to the greenhouse world she saw emerging around 
her. She also linked climate change decisively to economic and 
political neoliberalism as she analyzed the coming catastrophe 
and the possibilities that might emerge in its wake.

Butler’s climate change research was deeply entangled with 
her research on political and economic neoliberalism: the idea 
that individual liberty and freedom can best be protected and 
achieved by strong private property rights, free markets, and 
free trade. Butler was harshly critical of this worldview, raising 
sharp questions about how to shape climate change in the con-
text of neoliberalism’s cruel near future within which we cur-
rently live. Indeed, Butler’s life as a writer and her archiving 
work span roughly the same years as most periodizations of neo-
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74 / Climate Refugees in the Greenhouse World

liberalism: from the late 1960s or early 1970s to the present. In 
strong readings of Butler’s 1990s novels, Mike Davis, Tom 
Moylan, and others have analyzed how her vision of a near 
future was built up out of elements of her present, notably the 
spaces around her, and anticipated many of the neoliberal trans-
formations on the horizon. In the Parable series, a right-wing 
utopianism generates dystopian spaces of disaster, neglect, and 
everyday misery familiar from the last quarter century, from 
Los Angeles’s 1992 uprisings to New Orleans, Detroit, and 
beyond. David Harvey tells us that neoliberalism is before all 
else “a theory of political economic practice”; its utopian dimen-
sion is to imagine that “human well-being can best be advanced 
by liberating human entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within 
an institutional framework characterized by strong private 
property rights, free markets, and free trade.” Such right-wing 
utopian, “liberating” ideals justify the dystopian worlds in which 
more and more people now live.9

Butler’s archive makes the concept of neoliberalism very con-
crete and material as early as the 1970s. That was the era when 
Butler performed “scut work,” mostly done around Los Ange-
les’s downtown Broadway Avenue as a temporary laborer.10 She 
exulted at getting laid off  because she hated her job and tried to 
make a living as a writer while making the downtown Los Ange-
les Public Library her offi  ce and second home. In the United 
States during Reagan’s presidency, as in Britain under Thatcher, 
privatization, deregulation, tax cuts, budget cuts, and attacks on 
trade union and professional power carried the day in ways that 
still shape our present, and Butler responded to these changes 
both in her novels and through her memory work of archival 
preservation and organization.
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race, colonialism, and the environment: 
imagining other worlds in the 1970s

Situating Butler’s archive in relation to histories of not only neo-
liberalism and climate change but also science fi ction from the 
late 1960s to the early 2000s also illuminates how the 1970s was a 
pivotal decade for people of color in science fi ction. During that 
decade, the gatekeeping boundaries and uncomfortable position 
of being one of a few Black writers working in the fi eld were 
often painful to Butler. This was true from the early days, even 
when she was having some of the most formative experiences in 
her career. Butler often said that an important event in her life 
as a writer was her attendance at the then-fl edgling Clarion Sci-
ence Fiction and Fantasy Writers Workshop, after being recom-
mended for it by prominent science fi ction writer Harlan Elli-
son, who had been impressed by her writing for the Open Door 
Workshop sponsored by the Screen Actor’s Guild that he and 
others led for Black and Brown Los Angeles youth. When Butler 
traveled to Clarion, Pennsylvania, in the summer of 1970, she 
was leaving California for the fi rst time, alone on a Greyhound 
bus. After she arrived, she was dismayed to discover there were 
very few other Black people in the town and none at all at the 
workshop itself, though Samuel Delany was an instructor one 
week. In a letter to her mother, she reported she was “surviving” 
though “it would be a little better if some of the other people in 
the workshop were Negro.” To both her mother and her best 
friend back in LA, she implored, please “write me and prove 
there are still some Negroes somewhere in the world.” She told 
her mother that there was only “one other nonwhite person” in 
the workshop, an “American Indian named Russell Bates.”11 
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Bates was a young Kiowa man who was living in Andarko, Okla-
homa when he was accepted to Clarion. He went on to coauthor 
an animated episode of Star Trek that won an Emmy, “How 
Sharper than a Serpent’s Tooth.” At Clarion, he and Butler 
became friends, exchanging letters after the workshop ended 
and sometimes getting together at science fi ction conventions.12

Being the only Black student at Clarion at a time when the 
fi eld was still mostly white and becoming friends with Bates at 
the workshop pushed Butler to refl ect more on connections and 
diff erences between how Black people and Native Americans 
were positioned in the United States historically and at the time. 
In the journal she kept that summer, she wrote that she was “the 
token Negro,” not in the way that “Russ was the token Indian 
because if he never told anyone he was Indian no one would ever 
know.”13 In the Clarion context, she felt her hypervisibility as a 
Black person was diff erent from Bates’s nonvisibility to those 
who had little previous contact with Native people and who 
might even misrecognize him as European. But Butler also rec-
ognized that this ignorant settler nonknowledge had pernicious 
power eff ects and contributed to myths of Native people as van-
ishing Americans. She wrote that Bates “had to take a lot more 
jokes than I did because no one has told our little white friends 
that Indians don’t really like it any more than Negroes or Jews.”14 
As late as 1978, Butler and Bates attended a science fi ction con-
vention together at the Los Angeles-area Leuzinger High 
School, where Bates was a guest of honor. The ephemera Butler 
kept are a small portal opening up onto a largely invisible his-
tory of Indigenous people’s and people of color’s participation in 
the fi eld of science fi ction in 1970s Los Angeles.

During that decade, Butler and Bates were living economi-
cally precarious lives, hoping to make it as science fi ction writ-
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ers when there were very few nonwhite people in the fi eld. It 
was also in the 1970s that Butler’s archiving of research materials 
on the environment, climate change, and science and technol-
ogy intensifi ed, including material referring to Native people’s 
struggles over land and resources. In “The Environment” folder, 
Butler saved a 1971 Los Angeles Times editorial urging lands be 
returned to the Havasupai of Arizona as the National Park 
Service and the Sierra Club sought to incorporate Havasupai 
lands, thereby expanding the boundaries of the Grand Canyon 
Park. Butler’s late 1970s “Subject Files” folder on Latin America 
includes several on Native people’s struggles against colonizers 
and extractors, such as a 1977 Los Angeles Times article about Bra-
zil, bearing the headline, “Amazon Land Boom Pushing Indians 
Out. Hunting Grounds, Traditions of 42 Tribes Threatened.”15 
In her 1977–78 fi les on “Minorities,” Butler also saved articles 
about Native people protesting the desecration of rock art sites, 
problems with federal policies towards American Indians, and 
eff orts to save dying Indigenous languages.16

As well, Butler raised critical questions about white suprem-
acy, Native people, and the genre of science fi ction during this 
decade. In 1976, she wrote in her journal that often “whites write 
stories of prevailing over the natives of some new world they 
discover” and only rarely, “of the natives prevailing over them.” 
She fantasized, on the other hand, about writing “a new begin-
ning,” an alternate history that would ask the question: “What 
would America have been like with European infl uence but 
without the continued contact—if the U.S. were somehow cut 
off  as Greenland was at around 1650?” Butler speculated that 
“without a continued supply of white people,” Natives would 
have been able “to keep more of their own land” and would have 
had “more time to replenish their numbers after smallpox.” This 
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would truly be “a new start,” she mused.17 Butler’s 1970s journals 
often include such small-scale visionary fi ctions, which as Wali-
dah Imarisha has defi ned the subgenre, are oriented “towards 
building newer, freer worlds” and are distinct “from the main-
stream strain of science fi ction, which most often reinforces 
dominant narratives of power.”18 In this case, Butler turns the 
dominant imperial-colonial genre of science fi ction on its head 
and uses it to imagine a diff erent history in which whites never 
colonized the Americas and Native people remained in control 
of most of their lands.

A little over a decade later, in the 1980s, when Butler began 
writing the fi rst Parable novel, some early fragments focus on 
Earthseed refugees traveling to the stars and colonizing another 
world. At times, Butler even imagines Lauren Olamina as a Har-
riet Tubman struggling to save her people from a “stagnant, rot-
ting Earth” by leading them to “a promised land among the 
stars.” While outlining the novel’s plot, Butler wrote in her note-
book that “Black Americans are the only truly stateless people,” 
since “no African country is our home,” while in United States, 
“our special ‘history’ sets us apart.” In the same notebook, Butler 
mused that “Only Olamina’s way has any possibility of working 
for black people” and added, “This is the story of one woman’s 
eff ort to stake her people free of white domination, their own 
defeatism, and the limits of Christianity.”19 Some of these early 
fragments imagine Black refugees in space, while others focus 
on Earthseed as a heterogeneous movement devoted to making 
inventions and discoveries intended for space fl ight and plane-
tary colonization, such as the DiaPause technology that allows 
travelers to survive decades of starship travel.

In some versions, Olamina tells readers that the Earthseed 
project, the scattering of humanity among extrasolar worlds, 
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was her response to the ecological crash she saw coming. Other 
fragments feature Olamina’s children bitterly opposing her 
plans to go to the stars because they want to focus on helping 
Earth’s people. In an earlier outline of the manuscript, entitled 
God of Clay, as well as in the published sequel, Parable of the Tal-

ents, Butler makes Olamina a much more problematic character 
in relation to her daughter, Larkin, who “ceases to believe in the 
Earthseed Destiny” and “focuses on the misery she sees among 
the free poor of her world,” who are “victims of global warming 
and economic upheaval” and will not be helped by “extrasolar 
colonies.”20

As early as 1986, Butler speculated about writing a “story taking 
place on a future Earth in Greenhouse Eff ect,” where “ordinary 
people” struggle to “survive in new climatic conditions” in which 
“coasts” are “inundated” and worsening heat creates “deserts” in 
North America. What “extinctions and readjustments” would peo-
ple face? What “societal changes” would follow? Butler wondered.21 
For several years, she debated the question of whether the fi rst Par-

able novel should take place wholly on Earth or partly on other 
worlds and as late as October 1989, remained unsure how to begin.

As she struggled to see the shape of the fi rst Parable novel, But-
ler wondered whether it might be possible to imagine the “World” 
as the main character and if so, whether she should focus on the 
“biological reaction of the world” to the people, depicting it as an 
“immune-transplant rejection.”22 Humans would have two basic 
ways of dealing with a truly living planet, she speculated: they 
could “learn to live with it in symbiosis” or they could “kill it” 
and “probably die with it.”23 Butler even drafted a section in 
which colonists debate the question of whether or not to create a 
bubble on a new world that will protect human life at the cost of 
“wiping out every living thing in the area.” When they decide to 
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